
EMPOWERING 
TEACHERS. 

INSPIRING 
STUDENTS. 



We make personalized 
learning easier.

Our Instructional Philosophy

Our instructional philosophy gives educators the resources and tools 
they need to maximize instruction and enable students to achieve 
success in the classroom and on high-stakes standardized tests.

INTERACTIVE 
TECHNOLOGY  

engages students and 
motivates them by  
their own success.

DIFFERENTIATED 
LEARNING ensures  

each student forms a 
personal learning  
path for success.

REAL-TIME  
STUDENT DATA  

monitors progress  
and helps determine 

future instruction  
needs. 

FLEXIBLE  
RESOURCES fit any 
teaching model or 
classroom learning 

environment.



 • Highlight instruction effectiveness and student progress 

 • Provide clear insights to inform classroom instruction

 • Ensure students get the personalized instruction they require

Reliable DataDifferentiated Instruction and Practice

Our products provide ongoing assessments and reports that monitor  
teacher and student success. 

We enable teachers to differentiate learning with leveled materials and 
interactive tools that appropriately challenge each student.

Teacher-Led Learning
 • Thousands of leveled fiction and nonfiction texts  
support instruction in comprehension, vocabulary,  
close reading, and more

 • Printable and projectable lessons teach core reading  
and writing skills

 • Collaborative activities develop students’ communication, 
collaboration, and critical thinking skills

Student eLearning
 • Developmentally appropriate resources and digital 
assignments are accessible anytime, anywhere

 • Built-in incentives reward students for success online 
 • eResources develop students’ digital literacy and comfort 
with using technology
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We empower 
teachers.

High-Quality Resources

 • Teacher-led lessons and lesson plans

 • Leveled resources for independent learning

 • Collaborative activities and assignments

Our materials are based on current research. Every resource is developed and 
reviewed by current and former classroom teachers to ensure quality and reliability.  



Standards-Aligned SupportFlexible Instruction

Our products deliver reliable resources that target the skills and strategies 
highlighted by various state, national, and international curriculum standards. 

We provide resources that easily fit into day-to-day curriculum and any instructional model.

Common Core 
State  

Standards

State-Specific 
ELA  

Standards

Next Generation 
Science  

Standards*

Reading 
Series 

Correlations

Language 
Proficiency 
Standards

Whole-Class 
Instruction

Response to Intervention 
(RtI) Instruction

Small-Group 
Instruction

Special Education 
Instruction

One-to-One 
Instruction

ELL  
Instruction

* Next Generation Science Standards is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed 
the Next Generation Science Standards was involved in the production of, and does not endorse, Learning A-Z science resources.



We deliver  
unmatched 
value.

Affordable Pricing

We believe that every classroom should have access to differentiated content 
and high-quality teaching tools. That’s why we offer our resources at a 
fraction of the price of print and other online curriculum providers.

A library in 
every classroom

School and  
district-wide discounts

Product 
collections



Awards and AccoladesTraining and Support

Winner of 13 education awards in 2015

Since launching in 2002, Learning A-Z has received dozens of accolades and 
awards for providing innovative teacher and student resources that enhance 
instruction and improve learning.

We see ourselves as partners in providing effective instruction that enables students 
to excel. To help make that possible, we provide professional development and customer 
support services.

More than  
4.1 billion  
resources  
downloaded
worldwide

Effective Professional 
Development
 • Live webinars
 • Self-paced learning
 • Customized webinars
 • On-site training

Friendly Customer 
Support
 • Live online chat
 • Toll-free hotline



We make  
seven powerful 
products.

We help teachers build the literacy foundation 
students need to shine.

Our Products

Provides best-in-class leveled reading resources to easily differentiate instruction

A research-proven reading program that adapts to each child’s unique learning needs

Offers a database of 14,000+ words for creating custom lesson plans and quizzes 

Delivers interactive computer-based and mobile books and quizzes at 29 reading levels

Contains a collection of leveled writing lessons and interactive student writing tools

Blends science and reading with a wealth of multilevel texts and engaging activities

Builds confidence and prepares students for success on high-stakes ELA assessments
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